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In Spring 2019 our friend Glen returned with his daughter Madison 
and family friend Big Al (2). Glen’s killed Moose and Bear with us in 
the past but this time he accompanied hunters Al and Madison. Al 
killed a young brown-phase (1) and a big Black Bear (2). Even though 
we saw a lot of bears over the hunt, it took a while for Madison to get 
here chance. We spotted this big boar (3) and we were able to stalk up 
on it with all four of us. Set up on the shooting sticks, Madison waited 
for the right moment and made a perfect one shot kill. And after the 
hunt we able to kick back and get in some trout fishing (4) . 
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Chris and Gil two buddies that 
came all the way from California 
for an Omineca Hunt. Gil took this 
nice Bear (2)  and Chris scored an 
Omineca first by killing two Seven 
Foot Boars during one hunt(1) (3). 
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Paul and Lee from Texas with Paul’s   
white-patched Black Bear(4). 



We’ve almost lost count of how many times Chuck has been 
hunting with us but Fall 2019 was his first trip for Moose. Chuck 
and his son, Lucas were each hoping to find a Bull. Pretty early 
in the hunt we were drifting and paddling in Two Creek Bay 
when a Cow and Calf appeared, feeding on shore. Within 
minutes a young Bull appeared. Lucas was first up but he didn’t 
want to take it. Not one to mess around, Chuck went into kill-
mode. The only problem was that by the time Chuck was 
ready, the Bull was face-on and wouldn’t move. While the Cow 
and Calf calmly fed to our left the Bull stared at us stock-still for 
an eternity, at least 5 minutes. Lucas snapped this pic during the 
great stand-off. Chuck staying cool and ready, when the Bull 
finally turned Chuck whacked ‘em good. I’ve guided a lot of 
Moose kills in my day and this was as exciting as any of them.  
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Lucas, here with his Dad, got his chance at a Bull (1) on day four of 
the hunt and did his job good. Lucas got a trophy and a perfect meat 
Bull and a lot of meat it was (2). After Chuck killed his Bull we had a 
conversation about Bull size and expectations. As Guides, we do our 
best to get every hunter a chance at an animal they’d be happy with. 
And as Hunters giving fair-chase, we know the goal is to enjoy nature 
and the companionship of the hunt and to be ready to cleanly kill the 
game we decide to harvest. To us, that’s the definition of success. 
(3)Outfitter’s Moose ProTip: An evening sighting of a Cow and female 
Calf. Note the white spot under the tail that only female Moose have.  
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(1) James scoping the treeline for Bulls at Mud Lake. 
(2) Mike, Albert and Dan with another Trophy/Meat 
Bull (3)Wes, the hardest working Guide in the Guide 
Business, whittling on Fred’s Bull. 



For Booking and Info: Call Frank 
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(2) The weather played nice, especially 
toward the end of the season. Pictured 
above is our hard working Camp Shut-
down Team: Brett, Peter and Matt  
 
Thanks to all our guests,  hunters and 
crew for great season., especially Mas-
terguide Wes and my dear, Jill. We 
seem to have more fun every year.  
After losing our lab, Lou last year, we’re 
happy have Van to fill his spot in camp 
and in our hearts in the coming years. 

Since he was a young buck, Fred has done a lot of hunting. 
But in recent years, life just kinda got in the way. So after 
hearing Fred’s Elk and Sheep hunting stories, his good 
buddy Wes figured it was time to get him out again. Well, 
we had a helluva hunt together and Fred made it look easy. 


